Spectral modelling near the 1.6 μm window for satellite based estimation of CO2.
Measurements of inter annual CO2 variability are important inputs for modelling global carbon cycle. Satellite observations play important role in quantification and modelling of CO2 fluxes in the atmosphere, where observed radiances in narrow spectral channels are used to estimate the trace gas concentration using spectroscopic principles. The 1.6 μm spectral window is important for CO2 detection and study of the two CO2 bands in this region is performed at different spectral resolutions. In order to select the optimum spectral resolution and wavelength positions, suitable for CO2 estimation from satellite platform, sensitivities of different spectral lines to changes in CO2 concentration are studied. Analysis is carried out using a line by line FASCOD radiative transfer model in tropical atmospheric and rural aerosol conditions. The CO2 concentration is varied from 200 to 1000 ppmv and spectral resolution is varied from 0.025 nm to 10 nm. It is observed that atmospheric transmittances reduce sharply with increase in CO2 concentration. With decrease in resolution initially the sensitivity steeply reduces but at resolutions lower than 0.15 nm the sensitivity remains nearly constant. The Continuum Interpolated Band Ratio method is used for inverse concentration retrieval. Based on the study it is evaluated that 0.2 nm is the optimum limit for resolution.